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My strange fall down this morbid rabbit hole began with a deep and strong 

curiosity around the human body, not my own body but the wonders of the human body 

in general, how it works, and how it sometimes doesn't work.  Exploring a microbiology 

textbook would usually bore even the most steadfast of medical students but I dove in 

ever more curiouser and curiouser until I reached the final conclusion my research could 

offer: the ultimate equalizer.  As I continued to wander down the twisting road of the 

macabre, I reflected back to my childhood and found further inspiration.  Coming from 

an Italian immigrant family, stories about our culture and traditions were told on a regular 

basis, and these stories were held to the utmost importance.  Every Sunday found my 

family seated around my grandmother's dining room table sharing tales of the old country 

and how my grandparents and parents grew up.  Merging my own fascinations with death 

and my family's way of history telling only seemed natural to me and thus my project 

idea was born.  

I began by asking for stories in regard to death; starting with two simple but broad 

questions:  

1. Do you have a story of a near death experience?  

2. Do you have a story of a loved one who has passed?  

In order to maintain the integrity of the individual's personality and to do justice to their 

stories I would not speak during the recordings.  At the start of every interview I 

informed the speaker that I would remain silent throughout but that if at anytime they 

needed to stop it was okay to do so.  The speaker could at that time stop recording 

entirely or take a breath before continuing.  The driving force of my piece is to bring 

others into the fullness of their lives by allowing them to see the baggage we all carry 
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with us and to give them a chance to rise above their own story.  The struggle between 

life and death comes to a halt in these stories- allowing room for questions as the viewer 

is granted the opportunity to see it no longer as a struggle but a communion in which life 

and death are bound together- death allows life to hold meaning and purpose.  If the 

individuals telling the stories were to break apart due to the emotional nature of the 

stories my work would no longer be true to its mission of bringing a desire to live and a 

joy of coming together.   My work is not worth traumatizing the volunteers.  

I made myself fully aware of the stages of grief as discussed by psychologist 

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (On Grief and Grieving 1-28).  As I knew my subject matter was 

not only personal but could also be psychologically traumatizing if approached 

inappropriately.  Since I am not myself a psychologist I had no desire to depress or stress 

any of the volunteers. “It often leaves them in a stage of numbness, shock, and denial . . . 

“ she wrote in one of her novels (Questions and Answers on Death and Dying 72).  I did 

not know what kind of stories I would be collecting and several who stepped forward had 

recently lost a loved one only weeks or months before the recording took place.  Dr. 

Ross’s novels helped me to prepare myself- as best as possible without being a 

psychologist -for such emotions and how to appropriately converse with those in the 

midst of grieving.  The five stages of grief are denial, anger, depression, bargaining, and 

finally acceptance. These stages don’t have set timeframes and not necessarily occur in 

the above stated order (On Grief and Grieving 1-28). One thing I noticed while collecting 

my stories was although I was seeing across the board people in almost every stage of 

grief, they still wanted to and perhaps needed to share their story.  I also noticed, 
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interestingly, that no one who wished to share his or her stories with me seemed to be in 

the bargaining stage.  

As friends and strangers came forward almost as if emerging from nooks and 

crannies, and practically falling into my lap, I was shown a vulnerable side of humanity 

which inspired me to help them carry the stories that had weighed them down; sharing 

the beauty of empathy with the audience.  Another Psychologist, David Kessler, also had 

insights in regards to death and dying.  “If the grieving person doesn’t cry and express 

too many emotions, we won’t feel too much either.  The truth is pain can be contagious.” 

he remarked in response to how those grieving are now-a-days forced to grieve quietly 

and alone (On Grief and Grieving 102).   

While collecting people's stories I was simultaneously researching everything I 

could about death from an academic perspective.  I was no longer just reading about 

grieving and biological viewpoints, but also psychologically, philosophically, 

historically, and culturally.  While studying, I found a quote from Roman philosopher, 

Seneca, which speaks perfectly to my art; he said “. . . Learning how to live takes a whole 

life, and, which may surprise you more, it takes a whole life to learn how to die”.  It 

seems only natural that these two contrasts compliment and fit so effortlessly together 

(Death: A Philosophical Inquiry 114).  A more modern Philosopher, Geoffrey Scarre put 

it differently, saying, “ Of course, most of us are not dwelling on the thought that we shall 

die . . . Yet if the idea of our mortality is not generally at the forefront of our minds, it is 

in the background . . . it would only be a slight exaggeration to say that life is built 

around it” (Death: A Philosophical Inquiry 32).    
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While I fully expected to be affronted with various views on death, the books I 

was researching in felt distant.  While the above academics were inspiring and seemed to 

too be speaking directly to my art and what I wanted to create, the majority of doctors, 

theologians, philosophers and scientists fell flat.  While the theologians and philosophers 

seemed to almost be arguing with each other using death and life as a tool for or against 

their side, the clinicians viewed death as a stagnant thing to be studied until there was no 

mystery left to it.  Even in one interview of my own, the medical doctor whose story I 

was gathering spoke of his experience in a somewhat stoic manner.  In contrast both to 

my research and his story, so many of the stories I was collecting were raw and 

unrestrained in their emotionality.  

The daring personalities I was now meeting steered my research into a less 

conventional method of study, one that is often looked down upon in academic settings- 

movies and music.  I have always had a love for cinema and movies which led me to a 

joy and appreciation for international film.  As I tried to find an outlet for the emotional 

upheaval of my work I began to see things in a new light.  Where most American films 

center on strong graphics and many English films focus on characters, I found that the 

roots of Italian cinematography rely on a pure emotional story being shared with the 

audience.  These simple but exceptionally moving movies provided the outlet I was 

looking for.  Movies like I’m not Scared, Cinema Peradisio, and La Vita Bella all create 

the simple story of life and the desire to live.  Several Indian films such as Air Lift and 

Neerja spoke to me in the same manner.  Just as these movies spoke music has always 

been a wonderful outlet for me. The melodies have always had an enchanting effect on 

my emotions, in particular one song by the band Delta Rae titled Bottom of the River 
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fascinated me to the point in which I researched its inspiration. The song and music video 

explores the Salem witch trials.  The album discusses American folklore in regards to 

tragic pasts (Delta Rae Interview).  On a more relatable topic, James Taylor’s song Fire 

and Rain that discusses a lost friend to suicide, struggles with addiction, and his 

experience with the band (James Taylor Interview).  These movies and songs have led 

my research into death in the more emotional direction I was looking for: the unspoken 

struggle crashing to an end, the end only emphasizing the once beautiful now lost.  As I 

continued to watch movies in particular I realized that they were not about death, but 

life.  The characters overcame grief, some of them laughed at death, and they were all 

very much alive.  In that moment I realized I was not just researching death but also life, 

since one cannot exist without the other, I gladly accepted the broad challenge. 

To me death may be an end but it is not the end.  Death as it occurs drives our 

motivations, desires, and emotions; it humbles those who have pride and forms bonds 

between those who have empathy.  Death can also be called a destroyer and 

devourer.  Ultimately, I view death as an equalizer.  We have this unspoken relationship 

with death whether we want to or not.  No one can escape it forever and it does not 

discriminate or judge.  “What does one say to the dying, except as one of Leo Tolstoy's 

characters put it, "We shall all of us die?" But what comfort is this?” wrote modern 

philosopher Paul Fairfield (Death: A Philosophical Inquiry 12).  Where life is beautiful 

and chaotic- death is analytical and pure.  I say this because death as we know it can only 

be analyzed.   

There is no room for speculation in the autopsy rooms around the world, only 

cold facts and pure science.  In the stories I have collected and the means by which I 
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collected them, I had to develop techniques for the emotions and personalities to remain 

authentic much like my subject matter.  My thoughts were to create a piece that matched 

its subject not only in the topic but also in their contrasts and emotions.  While I have cut 

and pieced the stories together, like grave markers in a cemetery, I have not altered or 

manipulated the body of any story I collected, thus maintaining their integrity.  As I 

finished collecting stories the next step was to ask myself what to do with all the stories 

collected.  Several Audio inclined artists were brought to my attention, such as Vito 

Acconci and UK artist Scanner.  Although their subject matter wasn’t always linked to 

death it was interesting to see other artists working with audio and how they incorporated 

this medium into their sculptures or how they might use audio as the entire piece alone. 

One artist in particular, Scanner, works only with audio and his subject is often life and 

the everyday occurrences that are passed by and overlooked.  He also addresses privacy 

concerns and communication merged with music (Scanner). 

For my audio component I had decided to do a “mash-up” of all the stories I 

collected throughout these last 2 years, unfortunately a thirty minute story is too long for 

the average attention span and paring down each story to one minute became a hurdle to 

climb over.  I decided to splice the stories together in groups of three, this kept the flow I 

had originally formed from the whole, without disturbing the context or emotional 

expressions.  Once broken down to one minute, to comfortably meet the audience's 

willingness to listen.  I then merged two other clips based on subject matter and the 

individuals mannerisms to produce a three minute long audio piece that transported the 

audience to those moments in time shared. 
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As a sculptor the audio alone wasn’t enough for me.  I wanted to create an 

environment that engaged my audience fully through two senses, sound and 

sight.  Creating a work that represented the stories being told was just one more obstacle I 

was more then happy to face.  Finally, I was ready to work with my hands to create 

something physical.  Going back to my roots as a sculptor I created six-foot tall boxes to 

house the representation of these gathered stories.  The boxes were made to be 

reminiscent of coffins that house our dead but I was also thinking of the human body; 

although I am only five feet tall I knew 6 feet was the standard for a human figure.  The 

ability of the audience to recognize the boxes as personified and hearing emotionally 

charged subject matter would lead them to the reaction of questioning one's own 

relationship with death and how it tethers to their perspective of life.  “They were at the 

edge.  They were also on the brink of a new life.  Looking right into the ‘eye of the 

monster,’ facing death directly, completely and fully, they surrendered to it- and their 

view of life was forever changed . . .” -Dr. Ross (3).  

While constructing these towering figures several artists, much like with the audio 

pieces, were recommended to me.  One in particular, the American artist, Joseph Cornell 

spoke to me. His surrealist boxes focused not on death but rather on childhood.  His 

“memory boxes” were very striking in relation to my own attempt to preserve memories 

while also teleporting, for a moment, the mind of the viewer to a new dimension, one 

created by the story being told.  Joseph Cornell leaves the viewer wondering about each 

object placed inside the box, while my story is directly linked with the connection of 

audio; leaving the viewer wondering more about what they are feeling rather what they 

are seeing (Di Tolla).      
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While the audience's own emotions stir, the boxes allowed for them to travel on a 

journey with the people talking.  The headphones attached to mp3 players hidden in the 

boxes removed outside distractions and kept the participant tethered to the box as each 

story unfolded.  The objects inside were carefully created and picked to demonstrate the 

stories in a sculptural way.  This was done to freeze the story in a specific moment of my 

choosing.  This tug-o-war developed between the box and the audio lead me to observing 

museums and historical walk through tours in an effort to ensure my sculpture was 

neither stronger nor duller than my audio piece.  I had to be very critical of how to create 

a balance between audio and visual components so one did not fall flat making the viewer 

lose interest.  

After finding the balance between sight and sound I began producing the mixed 

media structure.  The walls were made of MDF for a smooth uniformed look while still 

functioning to contain the physical portrayal of the stories therein.  Bone white paint 

coats the outer walls to give a more clean cohesive composition while also connoting age 

that matches temporality of these stories; They are moments that reemerge after having 

seemingly been lost to time.  The identical boxes were built six foot tall by one foot deep 

by one foot wide to not only act as coffins/people but as a barrier to envelop the 

individual entering the space created by each box.  

The first box to the right in my installation -I call the Loved Ones who have 

passed, image 1- is centered around a fabricated unmoving door of wood, steel, and plexi 

glass reminiscent of a hospital or institution. The door is sealed in place to represent the 

two stories told in relation to the hospital setting in which they take place. One storyteller 

shared with me his walk down the hallway, and as he heard crying from behind a door he 
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thought to himself ‘any door except that one’ only to have the nurse stop right at that 

door. Inside was his stepmother crying over his father who had passed minutes before he 

got to the hospital. The second hospital story is of the man’s mother always sleeping at 

by the hospital bed for her father until finally he coded. In this way, the door being 

unable to open represents the anticipation felt in the moments right before you meet 

death, the moment of “any door but that one”. The inside is painted red, orange and 

yellow in abstract shapes with humanely bought fur and goat horns, a glass jug sits on a 

shelf with resin cast to look like wine that was freshly poured. These objects represent a 

woman’s story about her grandfather from Nigeria. She talks about how he was an Eze 

(she explained the title as “the chief of her village”), in speaking with her about the 

history of her culture and its traditions, she informed me that the color of royalty in her 

tribe is Red, for this reason I painted the inside red, orange, and yellow. The fur and 

horns represent the animal sacrifices made during the funeral- most often goats- and the 

wine depicts the celebration held during the second funeral, which occurs after the burial 

so that the chiefs from other tribes may bless her grandfather’s soul allowing him a good 

afterlife.  

(Image	1)	 (Image	2)	
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The next box- I call The Loved Ones Passed 2, image 2- holds stories of a Polish 

funeral, an Irish woman who lost her mom, and a wife who recently lost her husband. 

The candles and candle wax drip all over the box and splatters on the bottom creating the 

scene spoken of by the teller’s story of her grandmother’s funeral in Poland. Her 

grandmother had passed when she was little, and according to tradition, at the cemetery 

everyone has candles and lights candles for the one who passed. She remembers staring 

at the candles hard enough to cause a momentary blind spot, and thinking at the time that 

it must be her grandmother making her way to heaven. She could not understand why 

everyone else was crying when her grandmother’s soul was free.  The woman from 

Ireland disused how she lost her mother at a young age but how she feels like her mother 

is still with her so much that she has a mariner's star tattooed on her body; when she feels 

lost she can look at and touch the star to find her way back to her mom. She also spoke of 

how her mother gardened and loved tending her roses, a gift the story teller does not 

share, The mariner’s star, dripping with wax at its center, has roses flowing from the 

corners of the compass depicting North, South, East, and West further driving home the 

thought that her mother is always with her, leading her down the right path. The Rose 

petals fall into the next story. Finally one can see two pillows cast in wax  at the bottom 

of the box; one smooth and unused the other creased  and with a wilted rose placed on top 

to represent the one partner there and the one lost. The wax melts throughout all three 

stories showing the frailty of time.  

The third box in that row - I refer to it as Nature, image 3-is painted in a teal blue 

with hints of dark blue and green blended together to represent water in one of the stories, 

during which a woman tells of her struggle with the under toe in the ocean. Cut and 
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melted plexiglass, both transparent and solid blue, swirls around the box and reaches out 

to fully encompass the feeling of being overtaken, not just by the ocean but by the 

possibility of death being far nearer than anticipated. A steal butterfly larger than life is 

catty-cornered in the center of the box flying down at a spiral towards an outstretched 

hand to indicate the emotional spiral  of death - as a woman tried to reach for a butterfly 

on a hike only to almost fall of a cliff she hadn’t seen and be rescued by her father. 

Finally that same plaster cast arm reaches out of the third story. From the base of the box, 

the arm is emerging from blue solid plexi, with Elwire (a cord of light) woven inside the 

middle of the arm to showcase the story of a man who plugged in a fan at work that had 

been left sitting in water, the current went up his arm but thankfully he dropped the cord 

before the current could hit his heart. His arm reaching out for the previous stories 

butterfly, in a way is reaching out to death.  

 
(Image	4)	(Image	3)	
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The fourth box in that row- I call Cancer, image 4- hit closer to home for me. The 

first story was collected from my paternal grandmother, in Italian and English, about my 

Aunt who died at the age of forty from colon cancer. It is represented by the empty IV 

bag hanging from the IV pole emerging from the center bottom of the box. The next story 

comes from my maternal Aunt talking about how she was with my grandmother when 

she passed, reading a book with one hand and holding my grandmother’s hand with the 

other. The book’s pages are glued to the walls of the box which have been painted in the 

image of histology slides of ovarian cancer. The histology slides represents the last story 

of a friend who’s sister thankfully survived ovarian cancer at the age of sixteen. 

The final box in that row- I identify as Disease- is an uplifting story, in a way. 

Bellow image 5. Its three story tellers, while telling both tragic and scary histories of their 

brushes with death all found some humor in the stories told. The ameba shaped holes cut 

out of the walls represent the story of a man who lived in Ecuador for a time and ate a 

hotdog from a street vender only to wake up the next day horribly ill. It was only after 

developing severe dehydration that he discovered he contracted an ameba. The dark blue 

and brown birthday bag with black tissue paper represents the story of a woman whose 

grandfather was very ill. She states that ‘the best thing about May is that both our 

birthdays are in it’ and he was able to celebrate her birthday but a week later, during his 

birthday, he could no longer eat. Two days after that  he passed away. She saw it as “an 

end to suffering”. The last story is of a woman whose grandmother passed from 

dementia.  I recreated the tendrils of tau proteins shown in microscopic slides of dementia 

patients brains with steel wire spirals protruding from the birthday bag flowing up the 
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walls and escaping from the holes of the ameba shapes- showing the slow but all-

consuming nature of both dementia and of death.  

On the other side and starting back at the beginning of my room with no walls is 

the only oddball box. Made of steel instead of MDF, it is what I declared ‘the Doctors 

box’-image 6. The stories gathered for this box all came from medical students or 

doctors. With a steel frame and steel sheet walls, the cold and sterile feel of the surgery 

room takes root here. A sphygmomanometer is placed in a side holder to the left as if in 

an actual doctor's room waiting to check a patient's blood pressure, which can be 

removed by the viewer. On the right an otoscope hangs for the audience to carefully 

check their nose and throat. Tissues and tongue depressors in a box and jar accordingly, 

are placed on a shelf made of oak framed in metal. A drawer made of steel sits below the 

shelf holding a dissection kit as a play on the audience dissecting their own thoughts 

(Image	5)	 (Image	6)	
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while also discussing the first woman’s story about her grandmother going under for 

surgery and never waking up. The drawer under that one holds cough drops and band-

aids for anyone to take, representing how the littlest of things needs care as discussed in 

the story of a woman whose grandfather passed away simply because the doctor forgot to 

run dialysis before performing ‘life-saving’ kidney surgery. A trash can sits at the bottom 

of the box- for the trash made from the box by the viewers- this represents the story from 

the perspective of the doctor who discusses how people come in expecting to be cured, 

but the “doctor’s job is not to prolong life, the doctor’s job is to cure the symptoms- and 

by doing so they are prolonging life”. This is done to show that no matter how hard we 

try to avoid death even doctors cannot stop it from coming. 

 

The next box in that row I call Addiction-image 7. The box is painted red to 

capture the intensity of addiction and the intensity of suffering addiction places on the 

addict and their family and friends. The first story, the story of a woman’s husband 

attacking her when she tried to ask him to stop doing drugs- the depiction of him 

(Image	7)	 (Image	8)	
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strangling her and her thinking she was going to die was heart wrenching for me and so I 

tried to depict that moment of her gasping for air. Trapped in that moment, a face; mouth 

open and eyes squinting emerges from a black bed sheet which trickles down from the 

center of the box.  Forks knives and spoons bent and swirling around the walls of the box 

show the story of a woman whose family member “almost died on a daily bases” from 

the individual's addiction, the fear of losing their loved one forced the family to talk 

about death every day at the dinner table. A red box sits at the bottom of the box with a 

diffuser inside puffing out smoke, surrounded by cigarette ash telling the last story of a 

man whose friend died at 27 from drug addiction, who was struggling to recover. 

The next box-the suicide box- is painted a light blue which is chilled into a cold 

black with resin cast into icicles dripping down from the ceiling, in the center a phone 

hangs from a guitar string- several more guitar strings are woven into and out of the box-

image 8. The icicles express the story of a man who tried to kill himself by going out in 

weather below 10 degrees wearing only a t-shirt and jeans. He had  hoped to ‘go 

peacefully by hypothermia’ but thankfully he changed his mind and decided he had to 

continue living. The guitar strings tell the story of a man who’s guitar instructor, and only 

friend, acted inappropriately with him. When she recanted her friendship and pulled away 

he tried to jump out a window and she saved him. He was only thankful for the event 

because he said “if it didn’t happen then it would have happened later in my life and I 

might not have been so lucky to have been saved”. The final story is of a person whose 

friend unfortunately didn’t survive. He talked about just remembering the phone call he 

received from his friend’s uncle and not believing what the man was saying. Much like 

how we hang on to our thoughts and our own  lives, and how the story teller hung onto 
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the phone tightly as he heard and refused to believe the news, the phone is hanging on for 

life.  

 

The fourth box is more grotesque in nature as it is the post mortem box-image 9. 

Pepto Bismol pink resin is pumped through tubes that pierce the box and wrap around it 

inside and out to represent the story of a morgue beautician, the body she was working on 

had been dead for so long it was full of maggots feeding on the embalming fluid. The 

resin inside the tube leads to  a small drip at the end of the tube which hangs above a 

wallet filled with the same pink resin spilling out and over its sides representing a 

detective who was called in about a body. The person that had passed always kept their 

wallet under  them and so he had to reach under the bloated body to get their ID. A piece 

of painted animal hide made to look like dead human flesh is stretched out in front of a 

portion of the box to represent the last story of a cop who had been ‘called in about a 

smell’. The body was so bloated that he was told not to go near it by the coroner as it was 

“liable to blow”. Behind the skin one can see splatters of the resin so that it almost looks 

(Image	9)	
(Image	10)	
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like the viewer could not help but to move the bloated body and now they are left to peer 

behind its faded walls and see the truth of its decay. In this way I also hoped to subtly 

discuss our own curiosity with death and how in seeking answers to assuage this curiosity 

one cannot help but see the grotesqueness of death and face our own mortality. 

The Final box on that side is the Car accidents box-image 10. Tree branches fill 

the top as a cut tire spirals down the center into a mound of broken beer bottles. The 

branches represent the story of a woman who was driving late and didn’t see a sharp turn 

in the road. She went off the road, down a hill full of trees and landed on a highway; 

thankfully only one person was driving by and the driver got out to help her. The tire 

represents a woman from china who got a phone call about a friend from home that got 

into a car crash with her newly wedded husband and unfortunately they did not make it. 

The spiral down into the beer bottles is from a man who talked about how he drinks until 

he blacks out but one time he blackout only to regain consciousness on a highway going 

eighty mph with trucks zooming past him. He said, “The only reason I’m still alive is 

because of sheer dumb luck”.   

In the center a lone chair and table sat with headphones and a blindfold placed 

upon it.  This was done so that when the audience is finished listening to as many or as 

few boxes as they desired they could then sit for the conclusion of my statement.  This 

last audio-clip was a collection of short succinct comments from each individual who 

shared their stories with me.  These comments were a gathering of each person's 

discussion on his or her own relationship with or perspective of death.  The last clip was 

essentially a summary of the entire atmosphere created by the project.  Its statement is a 

simple one: nothing stands alone and yet, in the same regard, each one is entirely 
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independent- much like the relationships between death and life as each exists in this 

world. That is why even though they have names they are titled under one name storie 

tristi, sad stories in Italian to bring in the story telling from my family and the sorrow I 

felt for the individuals stories. Even though they are sad, the individuals aren’t, because 

they are still alive and they can now go out and live knowing their time too has a limit. In 

acknowledging this limit all our lives must one day come to, I hope the viewers can 

appreciate their own lives in the same way we have come to appreciate ours in sharing 

these stories and creating this piece. 

 

Taking time out of life to share in a precious memory, sharing the burden we all 

must face, is what awaits those who enter the room with no walls I have created.  “We 

believe time is ours to save and to lose” Dr. Ross once said and especially in regard to 

(Image	11)	
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death I must agree (Life Lessons 97).  Today's society seems to be ever searching for the 

elixir of life, Ponce De Leon’s ‘fountain of youth’.  Most people fear death, run from it 

even- we believe time is on our side, but death comes for all of us.  It is truly the ‘great 

equalizer’; but why does the finality of life cause such panic?  Because death comes to 

all, it must also touch all living people.  No one gets through life without it.  To look at 

death as such a finite thing is to ignore the change it creates in everyone it meets.  To 

quote Emily Dickinson “because I could not stop for death, he kindly stopped for me”, I 

have met him many times in my life and each meeting made me stronger and gave me a 

better understanding of my own life and just how much of it I have left to truly live 

(“Because I Could Not Stop For Death”).  Death may be An End but it is not The End. 
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